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Today’s Schedule (Day 3) 
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9:00 – 9:20   Orientation for today’s discussion
9:30 – 10:20     School Presentation from each school 2
10:40 – 11:40   Small Group Discussion 2
11:50 – 13:10   Small Group Discussion 3
13:10 – 14:10   Lunch by each group in the cafeteria
14:10 – 15:20   Small Group Discussion 4
16:00 – 17:30   Campus Tour guided by Rits students/

Free Culture Exchange 
18:00 – 18:45   Dinner 
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【Day 3】

Small Group Discussion 2 - 4
• Continue sharing information and exploring your

topic
• Decide each group’s direction and start

deepening discussions
• Use the assigned questions in the previously-

received list as points for further discussion
• Try to find a solution, what is necessary to

provide education for vulnerable children

4 Suggested Directions for  each topic 
1. Child Labor

2. Gender Inequality 

• How to eradicate child labor in the short term? 
• How to eradicate child labor in the long term?
• How to ensure children to receive  education in short terms?
• How to ensure children to receive education in long terms?

Change the mindset itself to ensure education for children 
• Aid from developed countries  
• Aid from school 
• Aid from parents 
• Aid from governments 

Child labor is a huge issue and the issue is related to two main facts;
work and schooling. In order to send children to school, they should not
work under harsh environments. And to help keep them from working,
education is necessary. Therefore, we would like to discuss how to stop
children engaging in work and how to send children to school. To specify
solutions, we would like to divide those into short and long term.

We divided our topic into 4 positions. Aid from government, aid from developed countries, aid from schools,
and aid from parents. Each position has a role to help solve the issue and these roles will be connected.
However, each position also has problems. We would like to think about solutions for each problem and discuss
action plans which can be carried out by high school students.

We hope these directions help your 
discussion to make Action Plans. 



5. Refugees (living in refugee camps )

4. Disasters 

Review for Day2 

• Disaster mitigation in developing countries 
• Disaster mitigation in developed countries 
• Disaster recovery in developing countries
• Disaster recovery in developed countries 

• The quality of the lessons (eg. variation in subject contents, learning materials)
• Teacher training
• Infrastructure 
• Problems inside the camps

We had a great time with the workshop in Uchida Yoko Co., ltd, listening to the lecture by Mr. Tase, and
going around Osaka. Actually, it was the first time to collaborate with the company for RSGF program. It
was an essential experience for preparing for the Action Plans in the Plenary Discussion.

In our topic, we think and try to answer these questions: (1)What can be done to prepare
for disasters, reduce the damage they cause and provide education as soon as possible?
(2)When disasters occur, what can be done to provide education and maintain?” In order to
discuss above questions, we divide based on the 4 situations.

3. Physical Access to School 
• Support from governments and organizations
• Healthcare for children to go to school 
• Other approach to Education (eg. distance learning)

We divided it into three thoughts, “Support from government and organizations”,
“Healthcare for children” and “Other approach to Education (eg. distance learning)"
We can not improve the current situation without one of these and we strongly believe
that these three positions lead us to the action plans. Therefore, we would like to
discuss "Physical access to school" from these three aspects and deepen the topic.

Recently refugees moving into Europe is a huge issue. There are quite a few people suffering
inside the refugee camps. Many people evacuate from their homes because they couldn't
sustain their lives anymore under the situation. So quality education is needed for them.
Therefore, we would like to discuss how to improve the environment of the camp from the
4 phases.


